Mary’s Morning Message

Animal Totem ~ Red Tail Hawk
The Red Tail Hawk Has Appeared, as an Omen of Good Things Coming. We are in
a Mastery Perception, and are witnessing multiple changes occurring daily. As we
approach 2017, the Energy of Newer Experiences are already being shown to those
in the sight of this Vision, that Victory is our Given.
This Powerful Animal Totem brings us messages of Hope, Faith and Love, and helps
us to open our 3rd eye, as VISION to see the Ultimate Truth of our existence.

The commitment of us being here in the Present of this life time, is a self-reminder
that it is TIME; time to be FULLY released and to Increase this great Vision beyond
what any human has ever seen before. This totem will assist one with helping you
to discover dormant energy needing to arise, and help you awaken it, and bring to
you it’s hidden wisdom and greater insight to its empowerment. Its treasure is not
from a HUNT, rather a FIND of own self-identity and fearless actions that you take
to embrace this Gift of Grace.
When one receives the Animal Totem of the Red Tail Hawk, it means they have
NOW been remembered to their higher calling of purpose. This Hawk also
represents “maturity”, a Gift of Evolvement, development of new skills to be
awakened, with wisdom and knowledge readily applied to this experience.
As the Root Chakra is the stem of life, its direct flow to all energy fields within the
physical bodies are in preparation for the Crystalline light body. This Light body is
called the “Robe, or the Cloth” of Simplicity. This self-discovery by Free Will of
Choice, is on the road to Oneness and to that of All that is.

Daily Mantra
My life moves forward freely and in an open and receptive manner to all that is.
My Vision is the Quest long searched for, Now Found.
I Am the Empowerment of Love and Light
And so, it is.
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Mary Martin
Minister ~ Messenger ~ Medium

Spiritual Mastery Teacher-Healer of Earth’s Classroom.
Offering Transmissional-Teachings in the Keys of Self-Mastery, the I Am
Presence and the Return of the Divine Feminine.
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